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Petroleum Invented Modern Transportation
■ Before oil was cracked into
motor gasoline, diesel and
aviation fuel, travel was
laborious.
■ Before the era of steamships and steam operated
trains, man’s travel ability
unchanged for millennium:
– Walking
– Sailing
– Horse riding

Pre-Oil Travel Was A Dirty Business
■ Trees were destroyed to create
fuel for steam engines.
■ Wind for sail power was most
advanced form of transportation
for many centuries.
■ Diseases were rampant from
horse dung and dead horses:
– At the turn of the nineteenth century,
New York City's infrastructure relied
upon disease-creating entities such
as the horse. Between 100,000 and 200,000 horses lived in the city at
any given time and about 15,000 dead horses were removed from the
streets of New York each year. Each one of those horses gave off 24
pounds of manure and several quarts of urine daily.

A Lot Began To Change By 1900
(Ladies’ Home Journal December 1900)
■ 20th century miracles
seemed far-fetched in
December 1900.
■ Every miracle finally
materialized thanks to
petroleum, internal
combustion engines,
electricity, Ford’s
horseless buggy and
Wright Brothers’ plane
experiment.

By 2001, World Took All These
Miracles For Granted
■ Concorde could cross Atlantic
in a few hours.
■ Consumers could fly San
Francisco - Paris round-trip
for $350.
■ Americans drove 9,450 miles
in a single year and paid very
little for this miracle.
■ Conventional wisdom believed energy prices would
steadily drop, increasing these miracles exponentially.

Trembles Morph Into Earthquakes
■ Belief that oil prices would fall
and stay low became cruel
hoax.
■ From late 1998 to early
July 2008, oil prices rose
14-fold.
■ New supplies were getting
scarce and very expensive to
turn into usable energy.
■ Maturing supplies were all in decline (at accelerating
rates).

Decades Of Cheap Oil Took Their Toll
■ While oil consumers
enjoyed this cheap oil ride,
unforeseen consequence
were devastating:
– Few new assets were added
– Few new employees were
hired
– Returns on invested energy capital were pathetic

The petroleum system got very rusty and gray
while demand continued to soar.

Suddenly, Gasoline Was Not Cheap
■ Rising oil prices caused
gasoline, diesel and jet fuel
to soar.
■ By mid-2008, U.S. motorists
had “Pain at the Pump”
($4.00/gallon).
■ European motorists had agony at the pump ($8.00 $11.00/gallon).
■ Airlines were losing billions due to high cost of jet fuel.
■ Trucking companies were losing money.

But, oil prices were still cheap, just not almost free.

How Expensive Was $140 Oil
(Or $4.00 Gasoline)?
■ It still represented remarkable bargain.
■ $140/barrel is $3.33/gallon or $0.21/cup.
■ A cup of oil costs 1/5 of other consumables:
– Bottled water
– Coke
– Cheap wine

Why Did Oil Prices Soar?
■ Many pundits still blame this
nightmare on spectators or
market manipulators.
■ The real twin culprits were:
– Demand: It grew too fast
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– Supply: It peaked and
began into a long decline

■ This was no aberration but beginning of a new post-oil era.

World Still In Denial Of This Change
■ Transition from a world
addicted to oil to world living
with less oil will be biggest
challenge of 21st century.
■ How world reacts to this
challenge might determine
how long 21st century will be
peaceful.
■ Stakes to make rapid
conversion will not be easy.
Source: Oil & Gas Middle East - April 2008

We All Got Addicted To Oil
■ The oil miracle was such a
blessing that the whole world
became accidentally addicted.
■ America became public enemy #1:
– With 5% of global population, we now
use 25% of world’s oil

■ Rest of world is now also addicted:
– China now uses 9 MM B/D of oil
– India uses 3.5 to 4 MM B/D of oil

■ Together they have 16 times more
people than USA.
Source: The Economist, August 25, 2005

We Were Hallucinating About
Abundant Energy
■ Greatest myth was that Middle East
oil was limitless in supply and
almost free.
■ Second myth: “Modern technology”
had made finding new oil steadily
cheaper.
■ Third myth: Demand growth is
peaking.
Source: The Economist, March 6, 1999

These three convictions kept encouraging worlds addiction to
oil-based transportation.

Oil Supplies Will Fall…Demand Will Not
■ Odds are high that global oil
flow peaked in 2005.
■ Each successive year, we
need to anticipate less
available crude to turn into
transportation.
■ Meanwhile:
– America still adds 10 - 13
million cars/year
– We have 850 cars per 1,000
people
– China has 18 cars per 1,000
people...and this number is
growing steadily

Source: EIA Monthly Energy Report – March 2008

We Face A “Clash” Of Society
■ Unless world adopts Plan B to
use less oil and creates a
source of energy to transport
“things”, we face chaos:
– Global food shortages
– Economic collapses
– End of globalization
– Etc., etc.

We Can Use Less Oil
■ Plan B can be implemented
quite fast (if we have the will):
– End long-distance commuting.
Work where you live
– Grow food locally
– Travel efficiently (water trumps rail,
rail trumps roads)
– Produce things close to consumption
point

■ But, these merely buy time to invent replacement
for transportation energy.

Viable New Fuel Source
Needs To Use Current Fleet
■ Assuming we can create
non-internal combustion vehicles:
– America has 280 million
oil-consuming vehicles
– World has almost 900 million
vehicles
– Airplanes will never “plug-in”

■ Early experiments to create
biofuels were also dim:
– Corn ethanol became almost a scam
– Cooking oils, bio-mass, manure, etc.,
creates only tiny amounts of useable
fuel
Source: Harvard Magazine

It Is Daunting To Replace
Small Percentage Of Petroleum Fuel
■ World currently uses over 25 MM B/D of gasoline, diesel
and aviation fuel.
■ This amounts to over one
billion gallons/day or
42,000 gallons/hour.
■ But, 75% is used by 15% of
world’s population.
■ China is second highest car buyer.
■ They now have 18 vehicles/1,000 people.
■ USA has ≈900 vehicles/1,000 people.

The World Needs New
Transportation Energy Source
■ Biofuels would destroy our food
chain.
■ Algae holds promise, but current
supply is tiny.
■ There are few viable alternate
supply sources that can scale to
become important.
■ Conservation (“Plan B”) can buy
time but it is not a permanent
solution.

NH3 (Liquid Ammonia) Is Only Realistic
Solution That Makes Sense
■ Since NH3 can be created through offshore wind, its
feedstock is abundant.
■ Since 60% of world’s population live within 50 miles from
shorelines, it is available locally.
■ The conversion process has been proven:
Offshore Wind
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We Know NH3 Works
■ Air Force and NH3 pioneers
have proven this high density
fuel can power cars, boats and
planes.
■ Offshore winds are abundant.
■ The wind quality does vary:
– May be too mild (Cape Wind)
– Or, too strong

■ We need to capture the sweet spots and begin creating
liquid ammonia.

NH3 Bi-Product Is Not Sooty…It Is Clean
■ Offshore wind conversion process
also creates:
– Desalinated water
– High quality salt

■ What is does not create –
Carbon emissions!

How Much NH3 Can Offshore Wind Create?
■ 100MW plant creates ≈4,800 B/D of
NH3.
■ 5 gigawatts of offshore-created
electricity can create ≈180,000 B/D of
NH3.
■ This is goal of Gulf of Maine Wind
Project (during non-winter months).

How Much Energy Is In
USA’s Offshore Winds?

Offshore Wind Can Also Create
Potable Water
■ All fossil fuel power plants
consume enormous volumes
of water. Some is recovered,
most is lost.
■ Offshore winds can produce
desalinated, pure water and
high quality salt.
■ Potable water could soon become our scarcest resource.

How Will 21st Century Work Out?
■ We do not have abundance of
oil and natural gas.
■ We must rapidly create a Plan B.
■ We must create a viable and scalable
replacement for transportation energy.
■ Thus far, only viable solution is
NH3.

NH3

The Solution To A Nightmare Was
Before Our Eyes
■ Ocean winds can create
transportation fuels for 21st
century and beyond.
■ NH3 preserves use of
internal combustible engines.
■ Oceans cover 71% of the
globe.
■ 60% of world’s population
live within 60 miles of our
coast lines.
NH3 can scale to finally replace oil as transportation fuel.

Gulf Of Maine Will Soon Become
Test Case For The New Energy Miracles

Gulf Of Maine Has America’s First Light
■ Early inhabitants were Abenakis: People of the
Dawn.
■ In 2010: Ocean Energy Institute will be launched:
– Hopefully U.S. DOE will create energy research laboratory
for ocean energy study
– Maine will launch world’s largest integrated offshore wind
project

Making Ocean Energy A Reality…
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